
RANGE OF PRODUCTS  
FOR PROFESSIONAL LAUNDRIES



HS 6 SERIES HIGH SPEED WASHING MACHINES

RMG 6 SERIES     HARD-MOUNT WASHING MACHINES Medium-High Spin Speed  

MODEL RMG613 RMG617 RMG623 RMG628

Capacity kg 1/9 14 19 25 31

kg 1/10 13 17 23 28

Controls Coin / Profit Plus / Logi Pro

Medium-high spin speed hard-mounted washing machines with GDRIVE control achieve extract speeds of 200 G. Available controls:   
Coin Control and Profit Plus for vended laundries, Logi Pro Control for industrial and OPL laundries.

RMS 6 SERIES HARD-MOUNT WASHING MACHINES Medium Spin Speed

MODEL RMS610 RMS613 RMS617 RMS623 RMS628

Capacity kg 1/9 11 14 19 25 31

kg 1/10 10 13 17 23 28

Controls Coin / Profit Plus / Logi

Medium-speed hard-mounted machines that require anchoring. GDRIVE control. Various types of control are available: Coin Control and Profit 
Plus for vended laundries, Logi Control for industrial and OPL laundries. 

MODEL HS6008 HS6013 HS6017 HS6024 HS6028 HS6032 HS6040
STAT/EASY LOAD/TILT

HS6057
 STAT/EASY LOAD/TILT

HS6085
STAT/EASY LOAD/TILT

HS6110
STAT/EASY LOAD/TILT

Capacity kg 1/9
9 14 19 27 31 36 44 63 95 122

kg 1/10
8 13 17 24 28 32 40 57 85 110

Controls Coin/Profit Plus/
Logi/Logi Pro

Coin / Profit Plus /Logi / Inteli Inteli
Inteli / Coin / 

Profit Plus Inteli

Machines with Gdrive control and MDS suspension system, which does not require bolting down. Various types of control are available: Coin Control for coin-
op services; Logi Control for OPL laundries, industrial laundries, and dry cleaners; Logi Pro and Inteli Control for those looking for flexibility and ease of use. 
Maximum extract speeds up to 400G.

GENIUS SERIES Professional WASHING MACHINES

MODEL GS7009 GS7013 GS7018

Capacity kg 1/9 10 14 20

kg 1/10 9 13 18

Controls Genius

Extract power reaching a G-force of 
up to 450. The Care Plus drum design 
prevents tangling, treats the fabric 
better, and extracts water faster. The 
360 Vision pilot light visually warns 
operators of the status of a load 
from anywhere in the laundry. 10-
inch screen with different interfaces 
according to the needs of each 
customer. IoT, WIFI, and BLE ready, 
with access to our Sapphire platform.



LS SERIES HARD-MOUNT WASHING MACHINES Medium speed

MODEL LS-332 LS-355

Capacity kg 1/9 35 61

kg 1/10 32 55

Controls PM/CM

The LS range of washing machines is sturdy, reliable, versatile, eco-friendly, and quiet. There are three control options to meet the precise needs 
of each customer.

BW SERIES WASHING MACHINES Sanitary barrier

MODEL BW160 BW260 BW380 BW450 BW700 BW900 BW1200 BW1400 BW1700 BW2000 BW2300

Capacity kg 1/9 18 29 42 51 77 100 133 155 189 222 256

kg 1/10 16 26 38 45 70 90 120 140 170 200 230

Sanitary barrier washers.  Loading and unloading are performed through separate doors to separate the clean area from the 
dirty area. They guarantee an excellent hygienic washing process by carrying out, with the utmost precision, all the programmed 
parameters: time, temperature, and the chemical product dosage.

SLI SERIES 
GIRBAU TUM-
BLE 
DRYERS 
(axial flow)

MODEL  SLI-9  /  SLI-9U DD320

Capacity kg 9 2 x 12.5

Heating Gas / Electricity Gas

The tumble dryers optimize drying whilst offering maximum 
energy efficiency. Its reliability and long life guarantee the 
laundry’s profitability. Maximum ease of use for the operator. 

MODEL STI-54 STI-77

Capacity kg 54 77

Heating Gas / Electric / Steam / Thermal oil

Efficient, environmentally friendly drying tumblers with a high capacity 
and built to last.
They are equipped with a rotating reverse system which, together with 
the large door, guarantees easy and optimum unloading.   

DD DOUBLE DRYER 

ED SERIES ECODRYER DRYERS (cross flow)

MODEL ED260 ED340 ED460 ED660 ED900 ED1250

Capacity kg 1/25 - 1/20 10.4 - 13 13.6 - 17 18.4 - 23 26.4 - 33 36 - 45 50 - 62.5

Heating Gas / Electric / Steam / Thermal oil*

The ED series dryers optimize energy use and achieve excellent results in less time. They are easy to maintain because the filter is easy to clean. 
Due to their ergonomic design, the width of the door aids loading and unloading. 
The Care Touch Drum system ensures the linen is treated with care, with the holes in the drum being pressed in to prevent the linen from making 
contact with sharp edges. *Except ED260 / ED340

STI SERIES TUMBLE 
DRYERS (radial flow)



MODEL TBS-50/5 TBS-50/6 TBS-50/7 TBS-50/8 TBS-50/9 TBS-50/10 TBS-50/11 TBS-50/12

Continuous batch washer, with a 50 kg capacity per module. Available from 5 to 12 modules, with outputs from 400 kg up to 1500 kg of clothes 
per hour. With three basic models –MULTI, HYGIEN, and FLEXI– multiple options and accessories, the TBS adapts to the different washing needs.

TBS50 BATCH WASHER

SPR50 WATER EXTRACTION PRESS

MODEL SPR-50

Hydraulic press for water extraction in a continuous washing system for 50 kg batches of linen.
It offers a programmable pressure of up to 40 bar on the clothes.
The water extracted in the press is reused by the batch washer. The efficiency and the low energy consumption of the SPR-50 press save time 
and costs in the drying process.

ST SERIES DRYERS

MODEL ST1302 ST2700

The ST1302 and ST2700 dryers are designed to dry and condition cakes and loads of 63 kg and 135 kg (ratio 1/20). It provides added efficiency 
(using only 1.1 kWh per liter evaporated) and speed (3 to 4 cycles/hour). It saves energy, cares and extends the life of the linen, and accurately 
controls all the parameters of the drying cycle. 
They stand out by their exclusive technology of axial air flow and transflow for increased performance, the Ecoflow, an integrated system for re-
circulating the drying air, and the Spirotilt, which enables fully automatic unloading without needing to use the turbine.
Available in gas, steam, and thermal oil heating.

DRAIN
Quick

PB/PBP SERIES WALL-TYPE FLATWORK IRONERS

MODEL PB3215 PB3221 PB5119 PB5125 PB5132 PBP5119 PBP5125 PBP5132

Ø Cylinder mm 325 510

Speed m/min up to 11 up to 15

Wall-type strap ironers with an outstanding evaporation capacity and a high ironing quality. They can be installed in a confined space. They are 
fitted with an intuitive and flexible control and ironing support systems that automate the processes to maximize productivity and effectiveness. 
Loading and unloading the linen at the front of the machine. The speed is adjusted to maintain the ironing temperature. PBP models, with primary 
folding, are fitted with sensors that automatically detect the linen’s length and apply the selected fold. Gas, steam, or electric heating.



MODEL COMPACT PRO 600 COMPACT PRO 800

Ø Cylinder mm 600 800

Speed m/min 4 - 12 4 - 15 (25 optional)

High output compact flatwork ironing line, which allows the linen to be fed, ironed, dried, folded, and stacked in a small space with a single 
operator. It allows the user to work with one, two, or four work lanes. 
Available in Standard option: cross folding on a single lane, or Multiline: cross folding on two lanes. Primary folds are performed by means of air 
blown and cross folds by blades. It includes a vacuum system on the table, which aids the feeding in of the linen and feeding clamps as an option. 
Gas, steam, or electric heating.

Compact PRO - IRONING SYSTEM

P SERIES WALL-TYPE IRONERS

MODEL P-2510 P-2514

Ø Cylinder mm 250

Speed m/min 2 - 4

Perfect for ironing flat linen. The input and output of the linen from the front and its installation close to the wall allow the space in the laundry to 
be optimized to the full. A single operator can operate the machine using a foot pedal. 

PC120  FLATWORK IRONERS

MODEL PC12030-33-35/1 PC12030-33-35-42/2 PC-12030-33-35-42/3

Cylinders 1 2 3

Speed m/min 5-50

The most advanced flatwork ironer on the market, offering control, efficiency, performance, durability, and low-cost maintenance.
Cylinder’s diameter of 1200 mm, with the possibility to provide 1, 2, or 3 cylinders, which allows ironing speeds of 50 m/min. Gas, steam, and thermal oil heating.

MODEL PC8030-33-35/1 PC8030-33-35/2 PC8030-33-35/3

Cylinders 1 2 3

Speed m/min 5-45

PC80 flatwork ironer is the result of more than 35 years of experience in the field of ironers manufacturing. Cylinder’s diameter of 800 mm, with the option 
of 1, 2, or 3 cylinders. It allows ironing speeds of up to 45 m/min. Gas, steam, and thermal oil heating. 

PC80  FLATWORK IRONERS

5in1



MODEL FTLITE FTTOPFOLD FTMAXI FTB

The FT folder range can fold any type of item with efficiency and quality, adapting to the demands of each particular laundry.
With the FT folders, Girbau reinforces its Easy & Best Solutions philosophy: creating flexible laundry solution packages adapted to any sector so 
that each customer can easily find the solution they are looking for in terms of laundry products and services.

DR SERIES FEEDERS

FR SERIES FOLDERS

STACKERS

MODEL AP+ / 2AP+ APB 1 / 2

  A range of stackers that integrated into Girbau’s folders fulfill all folding and stacking needs.

DRE DRC DRBS

MODEL FR+ FRB

DRE: is Girbau’s most versatile, productive, and 
high-speed feeder ever. It is flexible enough 
to feed a wide variety of item types into a 
corresponding ironer while delivering superior 
quality results in less time.

DRBS: is a versatile, high output automatic 
feeder. You can feed up to 900 pieces/
articles per hour. With manual feeding in 4 
lanes.

DRM PRO: is a manual feeder. It increases the feeding quality, 
improves productivity, and makes the operator’s labor easier.  Up 
to 450 articles can be processed per hour on a single lane with two 
people.

DR1 PRO: Allows one person to feed in up to 300 pieces of linen per 
hour.

Girbau offers a 
solution for any folding 
requirement.

The FR series folders offer reliability, productivity, and top finishing quality in folding.

DRM PRO DR1 PRO

DRC: high-speed feeder with cornerless 
technology for fast feeding of sheets.

DR series feeders comprise a range of different models and versions that adapt to the key parameters in feeding systems: production, quality, 
type of laundry, and budget.

FT SERIES INDEPENDENT FOLDERS



FINISHING

MODEL S/AAR  S/AVR  S/AVC S/MP4  S/EIP4 S/AV  S/VC S/MTA  S/MTV

Professional finishing equipment for numerous applications.

TROLLEYS/TRANSPORT

HANGER TROLLEY

SHELF TROLLEY

MOVING BOTTOM TROLLEY KANGAROO TROLLEY

CONTAINER TROLLEY

IRONING TABLES PRESS FORM FINISHERS

WET LINEN TROLLEY

OPL: 
Complete control of productivity and efficiency, reports, and issues with 
the machines and laundry. 
Customer management and online editing programs. 
Monitoring disinfection parameters with the Disinfection Monitoring 
Package (DMP)

Vended:
Full control of your business, usage, and billing with all your reports.
SMS alerts for issues on machines, with the possibility of 
remotely start cycles and spins, stop cycles and take machines out of 
service.
Possibility to monitor the payment station with the Kiosk Monitoring 
Package (KMP)

MODEL OPL VENDED

Run your Girbau vended or OPL 
laundry remotely.
Compatible with GS7, S6, ED, and 
PB.

MODEL
MOBILE 

LAUNDRY

MOBILE 
 LAUNDRY  

MINI

Plug&Play: 360º solution in 
container format.

Mobile Laundry by Girbau is the best solution for running new locations 
such as fuel stations, supermarkets, and shopping centers.

The electrical, plumbing, and gas installations are made of high-quality 
materials, optimized for easy maintenance, and laid out to maximize 
space.

Solutions for the transport and storage of any type of laundry.
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